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The ever-growing demands of modern society on high performance energy storage systems and

the rapid depletion of limited resources for some energy materials, i.e. lithium and cobalt metals,

direct researchers to discover novel and alternative materials for efficient and sustainable energy

technologies. Energy storage is as crucial as its production and the cost of energy storage is still

quite expensive when compared to gradually decreased energy production costs from renewable

resources.  The advanced electrochemical  energy storage systems hold critical  significance in

satisfying the demands and have been evaluated as promising alternatives due to the advantages

of their high power and energy densities, low cost, scalable production, long cycle life, and being

environmentally benign. Supercapacitors (or electrochemical capacitors) and aqueous metal-ion

batteries are two important electrochemical energy storage systems, which possess these features

up to the large extent. Supercapacitors are advantageous to batteries due to their high power

density and long-lasting life span and also they can provide very rapid charging and discharging

time in addition to a very long cycle life. At the same time, aqueous zinc (Zn) -ion batteries are

promising technologies to bridge the gap between supercapacitors and batteries. High theoretical

capacity and low reduction potential of Zn metal make it a good candidate for aqueous-based

energy storage systems and its  operational  voltage  window in aqueous electrolytes,  thereby,

enabling it to compete with organic electrolytes.

Based on the above mentioned elaborations,  Dr. Yuksel will  introduce several  nanomaterials

with various form factors for supercapacitors and the Zn-ion batteries.
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